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 ^ By Meredith Houle Vaughn and Anne Gatling

 »Seeing the
 t Science

 A rubric helps to examine written
 science observations of second-

 grade English language learners.

 English knowledge knowledge language to is our untapped learners science by (ELLs) classrooms, traditional bring yet a instruction often wealth that of
 knowledge to our science classrooms, yet often that
 knowledge is untapped by traditional instruction

 and assessment. As classrooms become increasingly di-
 verse, it is critical we recognize the depth of understand-
 ings ELLs bring to our classrooms to explain the scientific
 world around them. English language learners are faced
 with two challenges in the science classroom: learning
 subject matter and learning English. Research suggests
 that integrating inquiry-based science and language ac-
 quisition into our instruction may enhance learning in
 both domains (Brisk 2006; Lee 2005). Observing scien-
 tific phenomena over time, like a plant or butterfly life
 cycle, provides a rich opportunity for ELLs to both prac-
 tice writing and learn science. However, it can sometimes
 be difficult to see science content within the context of a

 struggling writer's scientific observations.
 Through our work in science classrooms with ELL

 students in an inclusive second-grade classroom we devel-
 oped a rubric to assess ELL students' written observations
 of two plants growing over time. Specifically, we focused
 on the types of scientific observations made by students.
 We used this rubric to analyze the writing of three stu-
 dents and suggest key instructional strategies to support
 student learning.

 64 Science and Children
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 Rubric for analyzing student writing.

 Code Description (general) Description (context Example from student
 specific) work

 Description of Student describes the Student describes the "They have green leaves
 attributes characteristics of the object characteristics of a plant. and Soil and Stam."

 observed.

 Comparisons Student makes comparisons Student makes comparisons "I have more alfalfa than
 of two objects of two or more examples on a between grass and alfalfa grass

 single day. plants. The alfalfa has more
 leaves."

 Comparisons Student makes explicit note of Student describes changes "The alfa seed is beger the
 over time changes that have occurred in their plants such as size, befor"

 from the last observations. development of seeds, etc.

 Predictions Student predicts what he or Student makes a prediction [Predictions not present in
 she anticipates will happen based on what he or she our student samples.]
 next in the observation. thinks the plant will do by the

 next observation.

 Explanations Student provides an Student proposes an "My alfalfa and grass is
 indicating explanation for the cause of explanation for an observed starting to growing because
 causation an observed change. change (such as plant growth) they have water in it."

 and associates it to a plant
 need (e.g. such as water,
 sunlight, and so on).

 Connections to the Next
 Generation Science Standards

 While this lesson was developed and implemented prior
 to the release of the Next Generation Science Standards

 (NGSS), it contains elements closely aligned with NGSS.
 Using these observations to describe patterns in the natu-
 ral world is a key aspect of the scientific practice of plan-
 ning and carrying out investigations, which calls for stu-
 dents in grades K-2 to make observations (Achieve Inc.
 2013). In the words of A Framework for K-12 Science
 Education (NRC 2012), "at the elementary level, students
 need support to recognize the need to record observa-
 tions - whether in drawings, words, or numbers - and to
 share them with others" (p. 63).

 This particular activity is most closely aligned with the
 NGSS second-grade performance expectation 2-LS2-1,
 which states that students who demonstrate understand-

 ing can "plan and conduct an investigation to determine
 if plants need sunlight and water to grow" (Achieve Inc.
 2013, p. 18; see Connecting to the Standards).

 To demonstrate their understanding in this lesson,
 students need to be able to:

 • describe that plants depend on water and light to
 grow (disciplinary core idea LS2.A: Interdependent
 Relationships in Ecosystems)

 • record regular observations of their plants as data
 (science and engineering practice: Plan and Carry
 Out an Investigation); and

 • notice that patterns in their plants that are generaliz-
 able (crosscutting concept: Cause and Effect).

 Rubric

 Rubrics can help teachers better understand their stu-
 dents' science content understanding, particularly over
 time. Through rubrics teachers also gain insight into
 their students' strengths and weaknesses (Eisenkraft and
 Anthes- Washburn 2008). In working with ELLs, one
 challenge in interpreting science writing can be looking
 beyond the students' limitations in writing in English
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 Example of three ELL students' written observations over time.
 The observations are color coded to show occurences of rubric categories. Color codes represent: Blue -
 description of attributes; Yellow - comparisons of two objects; Green - comparisons overtime; Red - prediction;
 and Pink - explanations indicating causation.

 Date Pedro Nhu Lan

 10/25 My stemp is green. My plant I see leves and I have soil. My The d rit is black. It reminds me
 [flower] is Dien soil is Blake and the flower is of a lepracan. The plant does

 gone and the stim is green I see not smell,
 mv leves [alfalfa] green to and
 the soil have dug.

 11/8 The grass is too tall. My plant I see some green grass and I know that the plant [not
 grew so big. I have more I see some sees in the little completed]
 alfalfa then grass Brown sees The grass is sofe

 and good and They [alfalfa]
 have some little leaf and I can

 see Stame

 11/9 The roots are big today. I cut I cut My Plant and it was short My alfalfa and grass is stating
 the grass my alfalfa seeds has and I feel Sofe I see some to growing because they have
 more then grass seeds, [grass leaves [alfalfa] and They have water in it. My plant is green
 doesn't have seeds] My plant some seeds When I tush I feel and it has roots, Stems, soil and
 grow so fast. My plant was so like a hares and I see some it has black soil in it.
 big. Stam too

 11/15 I see seed in the soil. The alfa I cut my Plane and I see the My grass and alfalfa plant is
 seed is beger the befor. The grass is a little big and I like really short. I know that they
 leaves are green. The grass to Plane. I see some leaves have roots, soil and stems in it.
 seed grow up so fast. The grass [alfalfa] and sees It reminds me
 seed needs water. I now that a big tree It feels sofre. They
 the soil has seed have green leaves and Soil and

 Stam

 11/22 My plant grow so biger. The I see this whit Thing in my plans My alfalfa and grass plant is
 root are biger too. The alfalfa and I tash the sees, I saw my starting to grow because it has
 has more leaves. I see seed in Plans [grass] is grow tall. Then water in it. Its has roots, soil
 my plant. The alfalfa seed is I See It agin and I see my levfs and rocks in it.
 biger the befor. [alfalfa] a little tall too

 to interpret their scientific understanding. We therefore
 designed a rubric to analyze science understanding in se-
 quential observations by ELLs (see Table 1, p. 65, for the
 rubric).
 / We developed this rubric specifically to analyze the

 i Swrithaw of Eriglish language learners in a second-grade
 m claflfiroomrThis second-grade class is situated in a large,

 # y^Ä^s^urban elementary school with a population of 350

 students in kindergarten through grade 5. Twenty- one
 percent of the students are ELL. While nearly 35 lan-
 guages are spoken in our school, English is the primary
 language used for instruction. In this project, the second-
 grade students planted a mixture of rye grass and alfalfa
 grass seeds and observed their growth as well as the dif-
 ferences between the two plants over a four-week period
 (after seed germination). Students observed alfalfa grasses
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 Number of occurrences of each category
 per student.

 Seeing the Science

 that develop with numerous leaves growing from
 the plant stem. They saw that these grew next to
 rye grass, which develops more like a typical grass
 plant. The expected student outcomes include rec-
 ognizing that seeds are alive and need water and
 light to grow, and plants have different structures
 that function in growth and survival (FOSS 2005).

 Through observations of the classroom and
 analysis of the learning goals set by the teacher
 and curriculum (FOSS 2005), we identified five
 categories of observations students were to express
 in their writing. These categories are description of
 the attributes, comparison of two objects, compar-
 isons over time, predictions, and explanations in-
 dicating causation. These are described below with
 examples from the students' writing. We designed
 the rubric to be both specific to this writing context yet
 general enough to be adaptable to similar science observa-
 tions. It is important to note that this rubric was designed
 to capture the presence or absence of these scientific obser-
 vation types, not the quality.

 Analyzing Student Writing
 While this project was conducted in a full -inclusion class-
 room, here we share examples from the rubric from three
 second-grade students, Pedro, Lan, and Nhu - all desig-
 nated as English language learners (see NSTA Connection
 for more background information on the students). In the
 following sections we will describe the rubric and provide
 specific examples from the students' writing. See Table 2
 for their journal writing and Table 3 for frequencies of the
 different categories.

 Description of Attributes
 In making observations over time, one of the simplest ob-
 servations is to describe the basic attributes of the objects
 being described, such as color, texture, or smell. This cate-
 gory captures these illustrative statements. In this project,
 we were looking for students to describe the characteris-
 tics of the plants they were growing. For example, all of
 the students noted at least once that their plant is green.
 For example, Nhu said, "I see some green grass." Over-
 all this was by far the most common type of observation
 the students made of their plant. It was present in all of
 Pedro and Nhu's observations and missing from only two
 of Lan's.

 Comparisons of Two (or More) Objects . Within a single
 observation, students may compare two or more objects.
 In this case the students were growing alfalfa and rye grass
 seeds within the same pot and comparing them. Pedro was
 the only student who included these descriptions within

 Pedro Nhu Lan

 Description of attributes 6 15 5

 Comparison of two objects 3 0 0

 Comparison over time 8 12
 Predictions 0 0 0

 Explanations indicating causation 0 0 1

 his writing and did so consistently across his observa-
 tions. For example, Pedro notes in his second observation,
 that, "I have more alfalfa then [rye] grass." Later he notes,
 "The alfalfa has more leaves."

 Comparisons Over Time
 One goal of having students observe scientific phenomena
 over time is for them to note changes that occur from one
 observation to another. In this project, students had the
 opportunity to note changes in their grass plants over four
 weeks. Students have the opportunity to not only observe
 changes in the plant height but also the development of the
 plant (e.g., flowering, seed development, and so on.). All
 three students make note of their plant growing or getting
 bigger. These comparisons show up consistently in each of
 Pedro's observations. However Lan and Nhu only make
 these comparisons over time once or twice, respectively.

 Predictions

 Similar to the "Comparisons Over Time" category, obser-
 vations of phenomena over time also allow opportunities
 to predict what their object will look like in the next ob-
 servation. For example, the students could have predicted
 that the plant might grow larger, or develop seeds or flow-
 ers, among other things. However, none of the students
 made predictions in their writing.

 Explanations Indicating
 Causation

 Making observations provides an opportunity for stu-
 dents to use their observations as evidence for an observed

 change. In this project, we were looking for students to be
 able to propose an explanation for an observed change,

 A
 November 2013 ^
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 such as documented plant growth is based on a plant needs
 (e.g. water, sunlight, and so on). Lan was the only student
 we observed who was able to connect her observations to

 plant needs, stating "My alfalfa and grass is stating [sic] to
 growing because they have water."

 Using rubrics to analyze students' written observa-
 tions helps illuminate both the strengths and weaknesses
 in their writing. With struggling writers, rubrics can be
 especially helpful in helping teachers see the strengths in
 science content beyond spelling and grammatical errors.
 This particular rubric highlights the presence or absence
 of particular types of scientific ideas important in long-
 term observations of scientific phenomena. Based on this
 analysis, we suggest specific teaching strategies to support
 these students in moving their scientific observation prac-
 tice forward.

 Strategies for Supporting ELL's
 Written Observations

 The teacher in this classroom incorporated several strat-
 egies into his practice, such as word walls that listed vo-
 cabulary and sentence starters to direct science observa-
 tion. There was some clear evidence of this in students'

 writing. For example, "I see

 and "It reminds me

 on the wall. Evidence of these can be found in each of the

 students' writing. For example, Lan notes "It reminds me
 of a lepracan [sic]." It's also interesting to note
 here that these sentence frames resulted

 primarily in supporting students in
 the description of attributes and not
 the other categories described in the
 rubric. Therefore, we recommend
 developing sentence frames to target
 each type of observational practice.
 For example, none of the students
 made any predictions indicating
 where they thought the plant's '9
 growth would be in the next
 week or what was contributing

 Connecting to the Standards
 Standard: 2-LS2 Ecosystems: Interac-
 tions, Energy, and Dynamics

 Performance Expectation:
 2-LS2-1 Plan and conduct an investigation to
 determine if plants need sunlight and water to grow

 Science and Engineering Practice:
 Planing and Carrying Out an Investigation

 Disciplinary Core Idea:
 LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

 Crosscutting Concept:
 Cause and Effect

 NGSS Table 2-LS2: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and

 Dynamics
 www. nextgenscience. org/ 2ls2-ecosystems-in teractions-

 energy-dynamics

 to their growth. Focusing on predictions through instruc-
 tion then supporting it with a simple sentence frame such
 as, "Next week I think my plant will

 to gain a better understanding of what the student thinks
 might happen to the plant by the next time she sees it.
 Another challenge we noted in their writing was that

 students often confused terminology on the word wall.
 For example, both Pedro and Nhu confuse terms in
 their writing. For example, Pedro refers to his al-
 faifa plant as "alfalfa seed" throughout his writ-
 ing. A word chart with supporting pictures
 could help support all three of the students in
 their writing.
 Providing students opportunities to draw
 and then explain and describe their draw-
 ings to the teacher or a peer can also help
 support students as they prepare to write
 their observations. While not shared

 here, all three students did draw their
 plants before or after developing a
 written observation. (These tasks,

 Hft writing and drawing, were assigned
 simultaneously to the students.)

 ■äßM- Science and Children . ■ . ... ■
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 Seeing the Science

 /»£ œ M2TŪ» ļ fek .. Ì

 Additional strategies include developing a support-
 ive and safe environment that recognizes all students
 for their successes, connects the science to their own
 lives, and scaffolds students' growth both as writers
 and scientists. Opportunities for purposeful language
 use do not emerge organically, but rather occur in the
 environment that is constructed and nurtured by the
 teacher. Providing ELLs with authentic experiences
 to practice writing while developing scientific obser-
 vation skills - with adequate linguistic scaffolding,
 will allow them to move forward in both domains. The

 rubrics, like the one presented here, help teachers see
 the strengths in students' scientific observations and
 design scaffolds to move them forward. ■

 Meredith Houle Vaughn (mhoule@mail.sdsu.edu)
 is an assistant professor of science education San
 Diego State University in San Diego, California .
 Anne Gatling is an assistant professor of science
 education at Merrimack College in North Andover,
 Massachusetts .
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